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Intangible Assets and Stock Prices
in the Pre-SEC Era
K I R S T E N E L Y A N D G R E G O R Y WAYMIRE:':

1. Introduction
Tn this paper we investigate the relation between intangible assets and
stock prices under a reporting regime which permits considerable flexibility [or managers to capitalice such assets.' Our primary sample consists
of 146 industrial corporations traded on the New York Stock Exchange
( N Y S E ) which reported material amounts of intangible assets on their
1927 balance sheets. At that time, managers could capitalize a broad
range of intangibles and determine subsequent amortication and revaluation policies.
We estimate cross-sectional models where intangibles play two possible
roles in equity valuation. The first is a direct role where they map positively into share price. If investors perceive intangibles to be legitimate
assets, we predict a positive relation between their carrying values and
stock price. The second is an interactive role where the level of capitaliced intangibles conditions investor evaluation of reported earnings. If investors view capitalized intangibles as an indicator oi cost deierrals which
should have been expensed, then the earnings-intangibles interaction will
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be negatively related to price, suggesting that the coefficient mapping
earnings into price declines in the level of capitalized intangibles.*
Our tests, based on sample-wide valuation models, provide no evidence of a significant positive relation between capitalized intangibles
and share prices. We do find evidence that the coefficient relating earnings to share price decreases with the level of capitalized intangibles, consistent with a perception by investors that managers may be overstating
earnings through intangibles capitalization. We also document that separate reporting for intangible assets strengthens the relation between
price and summary balance sheet measures. Book value is not significantly related to share price, but the coefficient mapping tangible book
value into share price is positive and highly significant when intangibles
are disaggregated from book value.
These findings raise two issues which we address with additional tests.
The first is whether carrying values for intangibles are positively related
to price for firms where intangibles may be subject to more reliable measurement, either due to the nature of external audit review, the type of
asset, or the extent to which carrying values are subject to amortization
and/or revaluation. A second issue concerns interpretation of the significant negative earnings-intangibles interaction. Namely, does this effect
reflect a correlated omitted variable, and does it imply that firms' stock
prices are lower merely because they separately report intangibles rather
than aggregate them with other assets?
Results of these tests indicate four main findings. First, the provision
of audited financial statements or attestation by a large auditor has no
effect on the coefficient mapping intangibles into price, but firms audited
by the largest auditor of the era (Price Waterhouse) have a significantly
lower intangibles-related discount applied to their earnings. Second, we
find some evidence that rights-based intangibles (e.g., patents and trademarks) or intangibles showing declines in carrying value (e.g.,due to amortization or revaluation) are positively priced. However, the net effect
of intangibles on price is ambiguous for these firms since the earningsintangibles interaction remains negative and significant.
Third, tests for correlated omitted variables related to risk and earnings management incentives suggest that the negative earnings-intangibles interaction is not driven by exclusion of these factors from our initial
cross-sectional model. Finally, the negative earnings-intangibles interaction should not be interpreted as suggesting that firms are necessarily
penalized with lower stock prices by providing separate disclosure of intangibles on their balance sheet. We find that the overall coefficient mapping earnings into stock price is higher for our sample firms compared
with firms reporting no separate intangibles on their balance sheet.
As we discuss in section 2, pre-SECfirms frequently wrote off intangibles directly against
surplus and avoided future amor~izationcharges altogether. Hence, the capitalization of
costs with a subsequent write-off to surplus avoided charges to both current and future
earnings.

Our results suggest that pre-SEC investors took a skeptical view of intangible assets. However, because of difference~between the current institutional structure and that of the 1920s, our tests do not constitute a ceteris
paribus analysis of the current impact of allowing managers greater flexibility in reporting the costs associated with intangibles. Rather, our evidence suggests that providing managers with increased opportunities to
capitalize intangible assets may not unambiguously increase the amount
of reliable information available to investors. Additional research is needed
to identify more general conditions under which investors perceive capitalized intangibles to be legitimate assets.
We describe the motivation for our tests, the historical context for our
study, and our primary hypotheses in section 2. Section 3 provides an
overview of sample selection and data. Empirical results are reported in
section 4. We briefly summarize the paper in section 5.

2. Motivation, Historical Context, and Primary Hypothesis
2.1 MOTIVATION FOR EMPIRICAL TESTS
Our tests investigate the relation between intangible assets and stock
prices under the reporting regime in place prior to the establishment
of the SEC. We conjecture that capitalized intangibles either convey information about future economic benefits (assets) and/or condition investor evaluation of the quality of reported earnings. The motivation for
our analysis stems from recent discussions about appropriate accounting
for intangibles, particularly those which are internally developed. Some
assert that technological and economic changes of the past two decades
have increased the importance of intangibles in firms' asset bases and
that their current treatment under U.S. GAAP has reduced the usefulness
of U.S. firms' financial statements (see Wallman [1995, pp. 85-86], Stewart [1997, pp. 18-36 and 55-64], and Lev and Zarowin [1999]).
One (but not the only) way for policymakers to address this issue would
be to specify a broader range of conditions under which the costs associated with intangibles could be capitalized."he
FASB took this approach with SFASNo. 86on software development costs (see FASB [I98501) .
Similarly, the International Accounting Standards Committee's (IASC)
standard on intangible assets (IAS No. 38) recommends that firms using
international standards capitalize the costs of several intangibles when
the asset's cost can be reliably measured, an intangible asset controlled by
the firm exists which is distinguishable from goodwill, and the asset is associated with probable future benefits (see IASC [1998]).4
The arguments supporting asset recognition for intangibles have not
been universally accepted. For example, the trade association for security
An alternative approach is supplemental disclosures about intangible asset values (see
Wallman 11995, p. 861).
4Under IAS No. 38, all basic research expenditures are expensed as are start-up costs
and advertising. ZAS No. 3 8 also prohibits the recognition of several intangibles including brands, customer lists, and internally developed goodwill.
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analysts has opposed the capitalization of internally developed intangibles by U.S. firms because they believe these assets cannot be reliably valued (see AIMR [1993, pp. 50-51 ] ) . While these views may be influenced
by analysts' incentives, they are also consistent with assertions that the
capitalization of intangibles' costs may not accurately measure the economic value of these assets and allowing capitalization provides greater
opportunities to manage earning^.^
These competing views of intangible assets have motivated several
studies investigating whether intangible asset values are positively related
to share prices. For example, Aboody and Lev [1998] examine the value
relevance of software development cost assets capitalized under SFAS No.
86 and find these assets are positively and significantly related to stock
prices. Other researchers have examined off-balance sheet measures of
intangible asset values. Ittner and Larcker [I9981 and Barth et al. [1998]
document that intangible asset values are positively related to stock prices
using measures of customer satisfaction and brand equity, respectively.
Lev and Sougiannis [I9961 find a positive relation between prices and estimates of R&D assets based on firm-specific research and development
expenditures. However, this research does not address the more general
question of how intangibles relate to price under a less prescriptive and
less regulated reporting regime than current U.S. GAAP
Our study is related to Barth and Clinch [I9981 in that we also examine a setting that is less regulated than the current U.S. reporting regime.
Barth and Clinch document a significant positive relation between capitalized intangibles (and their subsequent revaluations) and stock prices
for Australian firms in a study directed at whether revaluations of financial, tangible, and intangible assets to fair value are priced by investors. By
examining 1920s U.S. data, we can investigate the pricing of intangibles
when managers have more reporting flexibility than under either current
U.S. or Australian GAAP Further, the historical focus of our study provides a richer context for understanding the evolution of U.S. reporting
practices and investor attitudes regarding intangible assets.
2.2

HISTORICAL CONTEXT

Two aspects of pre-SEC NYSE industrials and their reporting policies
for intangibles are important to understanding the historical context of
our study. First, like the "high-tech" firms of recent years, early twentiethcentury industrial corporations emerged and gained prominence after a
period of major economic change and technological innovation which
likely generated significant intangibles. Second, managers could report a
broader range of intangible assets on the balance sheet than is permitted
under current U.S. GAAP
Large U.S. industrial corporations first emerged in the last quarter of
the nineteenth century following technological changes akin to those ar5See Cottle, Murray, and Block [1988, pp. 302 and 317-181, Schilit [1993, pp. 77-96],
Staley [1997, pp. 258-591, and Bernstein and Wild [1998, pp. 192-951.
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gued by writers such as Stewart [I9971 as having created modern technology-oriented firms.6 The major industrials in the pre-SEC era likely
developed several types of intangibles. The economic value of such assets
derives from their relation to "abnormal" (or "excess") earnings (see Yang
[I9271 and Ohlson [1995]); intangibles contributing to these firms' earning capacity include (among others): managerial expertise, product innovation capabilities, establishment of brand equity arising from vertical
integration, and economic goodwill associated with monopoly rents and
scale economies (see Chandler [1977, pp. 272-81, 321-26, 364-76, and
426-33 for examples] ) .7
Lev and Zarowin [I9991 hypothesize that economic and technological
change increases the importance of intangibles in firms' asset bases and
generates a demand for information on the value of such assets. Our
tests provide evidence on whether such information is provided by financial statements in a period following significant technological change
and relatively little regulation of financial reporting. As we document in
section 3, the firms in our sample were priced at a premium over their
tangible book value; this evidence is consistent with either the existence
of significant intangibles or other tangible assets which are not recognized or are conservatively valued.
Pre-SECindustrial corporations operated free of constraints on reporting policies imposed by federal disclosure requirements and accounting
standards. While the NYSE had required periodic reports through listing agreements as early as the 1890s, these agreements did not restrict
accounting method choice until 1930 and did not require disclosure of
accounting methods (see Schultz [1936, pp. 17-22]). Hence, to the extent that pre-SEC managers faced significant constraints on their reporting choices, these constraints derived from norms established in practice
and enforced primarily through market arrangements.
To the extent that norms exist which define appropriate recognition
and measurement criteria for intangible assets, and mechanisms exist

61n~provementsi n energy sources transformed t h e United States f r o m an agricultural
into a n industrial economy. T h e s e changes, coupled with developments i n transportation,
communications, and mechanical processes, led t o t h e formation o f t h e first large, publicly
traded U.S. industrial companies (see Dewing [1992, vol. 4, pp. 33-55] and Chandler [1977,
chaps. 9-1 11). A parallel between t h e Industrial Revolution o f t h e late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries and t h e Information Revolution o f t h e late twentieth century has b e e n
noted by b o t h academic and nonacademic writers-e.g., J e n s e n [1993, pp. 831-351, Stewart [1997, pp. 6-91, and Davis and Wessel [1998, pp. 21-55].
' T h e types o f intangible assets described b y 1920s writers are similar t o those noted b y
recent authors. Both emphasize that intangibles as a class can b e identified through earnings i n excess o f t h e normal return o n tangible assets (see Saliers [1923, pp. 568-791, Yang
[1927, pp. 87-1021, and Stewart [1997, pp. 226-291). As t o specific intangibles, b o t h m e n tion customer satisfaction and brand equity (see Yang [1927, pp. 41-47] and Stewart [1997,
240-43]), h u m a n resources (see Yang [1927, pp. 47-51] and Stewart [1997, 230-331) and
n e w product d e v e l o p m e n t ( s e e Yang [1927, pp. 77-86 and 163-721 and Stewart [1997,
pp. 229-301).
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to monitor compliance with such norms, the ability of managers to manipulate earnings through cost deferrals is reduced. More specifically, if
(1) norms evolved in practice (absent centralized standard-setting bodies
like the FASB) to define clear conditions under which the costs of intangibles are recognized as assets, (2) reliable measurement rules exist to estimate an intangible asset's value, and ( 3 ) monitoring mechanisms (e.g.,
external auditors and other intermediaries) exist to detect and penalize
noncompliance with norms, investors would likely perceive reported intangibles to contain relevant information for pricing common stocks.
When these conditions do not hold, managers have flexibility (i.e., discretion) in reporting choices and can capitalize costs which should be expensed, or vice versa. Under these circumstances, investors may place
little weight on intangibles' carrying values in pricing equity.
Reporting norms derived from practice may be broad or more narrowly focused on a specific reporting issue. An example of the former
would be the definition of an asset provided in SFAC No. 6 of the tASB's
"Conceptual Framework" (see paragraph 25 in FASB [1985n]). No analogous universal definition of an asset existed in the late 1920s. Some asserted that accounting practice implicitly adopted the view of an asset as
an enforceable right to receive money, or services convertible into money
(see Canning [1929, pp. 14-24]). However, it was also recognized that
defining an asset in practice was difficult in some cases, one of which was
goodwill (see Canning [1929, pp. 38- 441 ) .
Early twentieth-century accountants conceded that both purchased
and internally developed intangibles could be recognized, but these assets were perceived as difficult to measure since their economic value was
often not distinguishable from goodwill (see Hatfield [1917, pp. 107-201,
Saliers [1923, pp. 566-791, and Yang [1927, pp. 113-82]).* The use of
cost as the measurement basis for intangible assets had long been recommended, but this recommendation was not universally followed (see Saliers [1923, p. 6871 and Ripley [1927, pp. 190-921). While ineasureinent
and classification of these assets was relatively straightforward when they
were acquired in an arms-length transaction for cash, there were difficulties in valuing intangibles acquired in exchange for noncash consideration or developed internally.
The valuation of goodwill in corporate acquisitions paid for with common stock was particularly problematic (see Hatfield [1917, pp. 109-151).
Many major U.S. industrial firms formed prior to 1900 were combinations
of existing entities whose owners were given stock in the newly formed
entity. These firms often recorded large values for intangibles (usually
goodwill) at their formation since the par value of new shares typically exceeded the tangible book value of the acquired entity. This problem was

111 contrast, curi-ent nleasureillellt technologies permit separate valuatioll of many specific types of intangible assets (e.g., Reilly and Schweihs [1998, chaps. 16-22]).

significantly reduced after 1912 when states began revising laws which
had required high par values on equity sharesg By the late 1920s, it was
believed that many firms had written off a substantial portion of these
assets to income or surplus (see Graham and Dodd [1934, pp. 306-8 and
331-321). Hence, early twentieth-century goodwill originating from stock
swaps may be subject to concerns about unreliable valuations and opportunities for manipulation; such concerns have also been voiced in
the current debate about capitalizing internally developed intangibles.
Further, because the reporting of early twentieth-century goodwill does
not indicate its origins, 1920s investors might view capitalized amounts
for goodwill as questionable.
Early twentieth-century accountants used relatively broad definitions
of the costs which could be capitalized for internally developed intangibles. Paton and Littleton [1940, p. 911 note that the costs of legal rights
such as patents and copyrights could include costs associated with experimentation and development. During our sample period, costs associated with internally generated goodwill were also sometimes capitalized.
These included advertising costs to build market share, early years' operating losses incurred in developing a business, and organization costs
(see Yang [1927, pp. 157-591, Sanders, Hatfield, and Moore [1938, pp.
67-68], and Paton and Littleton [1940, pp. 31-33, 74, and 921). The basis for capitalizing these costs as part of goodwill derived from the view
that some intangibles could not be distinguished from goodwill (see Saliers [1923, pp. 573 and 5841 and Yang [1927, pp. 17-18 and 59-60]).
Subsequent to initial capitalization, intangibles were often subject to
amortization and/or periodic revaluation. Amortization was more likely
for rights-based intangibles like patents since these assets have established
legal lives (see Hatfield [1917, p. 1181 and Sanders, Hatfield, and Moore
[1938, p. 671). However, rights-based intangibles were sometimes not
amortized under the argument that they were permanent since renewals
could extend the asset's life indefinitely (see Saliers [1923, p. 5851 and
Yang [1927, pp. 172-731). The write-down of rights-based intangibles was
recommended when their value declined or they became obsolete (see
Paton and Littleton [1940, p. 911). Write-ups were recommended only in
exceptional circumstances where market values could be reliably ascertained (see Yang [1927, p. 1661).
Contemporary accountants believed that amortization of goodwill was
unnecessary, but that goodwill should be subject to a periodic impairment test where declines in value were recognized (see Hatfield [1917,

Intangible assets were recorded at the firm's formation in lieu of establishing a discount
stock issued at less than par value since the discount would have to be eliminated
through profits prior to the payment of dividends. Berle and Means [1932, pp. 123-461 describe the initial role of par values in the nineteenth century arid their subsequent weakening through state court decisions. Dodd [I9301 provides a comprehensive discussion of
these "stock watering" practices.
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pp. 115-171, Saliers [1923, pp. 580-851, andYang [1927, p. 1901).Writeups of goodwill were infrequent and seen as hard to justify (see Saliers
[1923, pp. 585-861). For all types of intangibles, revaluations were excluded from income and instead recorded directly in surplus (see Dillon
[I 9791 and Walker [1992]).
Another difference between present practices and those in the pre-SEC
era is the lack of supplementary disclosure requirements in the pre-SEC
era. Some asserted that annual reports lacked transparency since it was
difficult to ascertain the valuation basis and amortized amounts of many
assets (see Ripley [1927, p. 1941). However, lack of supplemental disclosure does not necessarily imply that the reporting of intangibles' carrying values was perceived by investors as completely lacking transparency.
Casual observation suggests that market forces substantially influenced
how firms accounted for intangible assets. The practice of many industrials near 1900 was to aggregate intangibles with fixed assets (see Noone
[I9101 and Hatfield [1917, p. 1171). By the late 1920s, some firms had begun separately reporting intangibles at nominal amounts (e.g., $I), and
this practice was praised by financial writers (see Sturgis [1925, p. 1221).
Many financial statement users, especially creditors, were seen as preEerring "clean" balance sheets free of intangibles (see Lough [1917, pp. 426
and 4801, Lagerquist [1922, pp. 56 and 611, and Saliers [1923, p. 5861).
Among firms that did not write intangibles down to nominal amounts,
many began separately disclosing intangible asset values on the balance
sheet.
One obvious constraint on managerial reporting choices in the preSEC era was the firm's external auditor (see Berle and Means [1932,
p. 2711). While the NYSE did not impose audit requirements until 1934
(see Schultz [1936, p. 22]), over 90% of NYSE firms had obtained voluntary audits during the period covered by our study (see May [1926,
p. 3221). While one purpose of auditing is to enhance the credibility of
financial statements, there is reason to believe that 1920s audits were less
than completely effective in eliminating misrepresentation in financial
statements provided to shareholders. Audits of U.S. firms began as balance sheet verifications in connection with credit decisions; the benefits
of auditing may not have extended to shareholder reports since management frequently issued different reports when making public disclosures
due to competitive concerns (see Hawkins [1986, pp. 217-311). In addition, auditors were perceived to lack power in disputes with management
(see Berle and Means [1932, pp. 182-831).
Despite these potential problems, some early twentieth-century accountants held the view that audits enhanced financial statement credibility
by curbing managerial optimism in financial reporting (see Montgomery
[I9131 and Moss [1914]). Some early auditing texts suggest that intangibles (like any asset) should be subject to auditor scrutiny, and recommend procedures to verify and measure intangibles (see Montgomery
[1919, pp. 120-281 ) . However, other texts also note that intangible asset

valuations were subject to considerable uncertainty, and that auditors
bore lower costs for misstated intangible assets since intangibles were typically ignored in credit decisions (see Bell and Powelson [1924, p. 2411).
Another potential constraint on managerial reporting choices for intangibles is the existence of sophisticated intermediaries capable of analyzing financial reports and detecting departures from established
reporting norms. In modern capital markets, security analysts and others
(e.g., bond rating agencies, lenders, etc.) evaluate a firm's financial reports with the intent of assessing (among other things) earnings quality.
Similarly, a "two-tiered" capital market existed in the 1920s where sophisticated intermediaries analyzed accounting numbers.
The emergence of security analysis and, hence, sophisticated intermediaries in the pre-SEC era is related to both increased ownership of
corporate securities by the general public and wider availability of data
for financial analysis (see Sobel [1965, pp. 131-32 and 175-791). These
intermediaries included analysts with brokerage firms, large institutional
investors, and rating agencies which analyzed both bonds and stocks (see
Carosso [1970, pp. 271-991 and Twentieth Century Fund [1934, pp. 137521). These arrangements were rudimentary by modern standards, with
the widespread presence of security analysts in the capital markets accelerating after World War 11. For instance, Sobel [1965, p. 3401 notes that
the New York Society of Security Analysts was formed in the 1930s with 20
charter members, but by 1962 its membership was approximately 2,700.
However, despite their fewer number, sophisticated information intermediaries were believed to be the primary long-run influence on stock
price in the 1920s (see Ripley [1927, p. 1691).

Our primary tests concern the relation between intangible assets and
stock prices for NYSEindustrial firms in the 1920s. For a sample of NYSE
industrial firms reporting material carrying amounts for intangible assets
on their 1927 balance sheets, we examine two types of possible relations
between intangibles and stock prices.
We first decompose firms' book values into tangible and intangible
components and test whether, despite potential reliability problems with
capitalized intangibles, investors price these assets positively. In these
tests, we regress stock price against capitalized intangibles, earnings, and
tangible book value (tangible assets less all liabilities, reserves, and preferred stock). If capitalized intangibles are perceived by investors as legitimate assets, their coefficient in this model will be significantly greater
than zero.
Second, we test for an interaction between reported earnings and capitalized intangibles. If firms defer costs which should be expensed as a
means to overstate current earnings, these effects would not reverse in
later years unless the firm also amortized intangibles. Since many firms
did not amortize intangible assets, investors may discount firms' earnings

because of cost deferrals which would not be amortized against future income.1° These effects should be increasing in the magnitude of deferred
costs, so we test whether the coefficient on an interaction between earnings and intangibles is negative.

3. Sample Selection and Data
To reduce data collection costs, our tests are based on data from the year
1927. We chose this year for several reasons. First, because monthly stock
price data for NYSE firms are available from CRSP dating back to December 1925, we restricted our focus to the years between 1926 and 1933. Second, we eliminated 1929-33 because low share price levels after October
1929 could work against finding significant valuation effects for intangibles (i.e., market-to-book ratios fell after the market crash in October
1929). Third, we eliminated 1928 due to large stock price increases in the
year preceding the stock market crash of October 1929 (see Sobel [1988,
p. 3541). This left only 1926 or 1927; we chose the latter since we had already collected 1927 financial statement data for some NYSE industrials.
We first identified firms on the CRSP Monthly File listed on the NYSE
at any point during calendar 1927. From these 608 firms, we eliminated
157 firms in the transportation, electric and gas utilities, financial services,
and insurance industries since these firms' reporting practices would be
influenced by regulatory processes. We eliminated 31 companies whose
financial statement data in Moody S Industrial Manuals were unavailable,
not usable (e.g., due to fiscal year change), or insufficient due to missing
financial statement items. Finally, we eliminated 15 firms where a common stock price was not available on CRSPat the end of the third month
following the firm's fiscal year-end. The application of these filters left
405 firms with sufficient data.
We initially classified firms by intangibles reporting policy as shown in
panel A of table 1. Material Disclosure (AN))firms (146 firms or 36.0%
of the sample) report all intangibles as one or more separate line items
with material carrying values; these firms comprise our primary sample.
Nominal Discloser (ND) firms (56 firms, 13.8% of the sample) report intangibles at carrying values of less than $100. Ambiguous Discloser (AD)
firms (193 firms or 47.7% of the sample) either show no intangibles on
their balance sheet or explicitly aggregate reported intangibles with other
assets. The remaining 10 firms have mixed policies.
Panel B provides evidence suggesting that capitalized intangibles are a
material component of lllD firms' balance sheets. At the mean (median),
intangible assets constitute 19.2% (14.7%) of total assets, and book values would be materially reduced by excluding intangibles-e.g., the mean
(median) ratio of tangible book value to book value equals .68 (.74).
loGraham and Dodd [1934, pp. 420-28 and 527-291 describe the practice of insufficient (or nonexistent) amortization and the nature of adjustments needed to correct
reported earnings for direct write-offs to surplus.

TABLE 1
CI~aructeristicsof Intangible Asset Reporting Policies for N Y S E Industrial Corporations Pertaining to
Annual Reports with Fiscal Year-Ends during Calendar 1927
Panel A: Classification of Firms by Type of Reporting Policy1
Category
Number of Firms
Material Discloser (MD) Firms
146 (36.0%)
56 (13.8%)
Nominal Discloser (ND) Firms
Ambiguous Discloser (AD) Firms
193 (47.7%)
Mixed Policies
10 (2.5%)
TOTAL
405 (100%)
Panel B: Magnitude of Capitalized Intangibles for M D Firms2
Mean
Median Interquartile Range
14.7%
4.9% to 27.1%
Percentage of Total Assets 19.2%
.562 to ,934
Tangible BVIBV
.668
.740
Panel C: Types of Intangible Assets for M D Firms

Sign of Change in Asset from 19263

Asset Type4
Goodwill

Mean
# (%)
Number
(Median)
Positive
of Assets % of Assets2 Change
46
19.6%
4
(12.3%)
(9.1%)

Rights (Patents, Trademarks, etc.)

48

Other Intangible@ (Organization
Costs, Brands, Advertising)

4

Combined Goodwill with
Rights or Other Intangibles

TOTAL

55

153

# (%)
No
Negative
Change Change Total
30
10
44
(68.2%) (22.7%)
# (%)

15.0%
(5.4%)

16
13
(34.8%) (28.3%)

17
(37.0%)

46

20.9%
(19.8%)

19
21
(35.8%) (39.6%)

13
(24.5%)

53

39
63
(27.5%) (44.4%)

40
(28.2%)

142

'MD (Material Discloser) firms are ones which show separate intangibles o n their balance sheet at material
amounts and ND (Nominal Discloser) firms are those showing separate intangibles at nominal amounts. AD
(Ambiguous Discloser) firms are ones showing n o separate intangibles, while mixed policies refer to firms
whose reporting policies cannot readily be categorized as MD, ND, or AD firms.
?Percentage of total assets equals the amount of capitalized intangibles divided by total assets per the firm's
1927 balance sheet. Tangible BVIBV equals book value (i.e., total assets less liabilities, preferred stock, and
reserves) less intangibles, all divided by book value.
3These columns show the change in the reported asset balance between 1926 and 1927. The total number of
assets where the change could be calcula~edis less than the total number of assets shown o n 1927 balance sheets
since some firms did not report these assets consistently across the two years.
4Goodwill includes only assets of this type. Rights include legal rights such as patents, trademarks, leaseholds, licenses, and water rights. Other intangibles includes items such as organization costs, brands, and advertising which carry n o legally defined rights and are not labeled as goodwill. Combined intangibles are cases
where goodwill has been aggregated with rights or other intangibles for purposes of balance sheet presentation.
5Summary statistics are not reported for the other intangibles category due to the small sample size.

Further, the sample exhibits considerable cross-sectional variation in the
magnitude of capitalized intangibles. The 25th (75th) percentile for intangibles as a percentage of total assets equals 4.9% (27.1%). Such variation enhances the power of our subsequent tests for a relation between
intangibles' carrying values and stock prices.

Panel C describes the types of intangible assets shown on n/ID firms'
balance sheets. (The total number of assets equals 153 since 7 of the 146
M D firms report two separate intangibles with material carrying values.)
For each category except other intangibles, panel C also shows the mean
and median percentage of total assets and the sign of the change in the
asset's valuation from 1926 to 1927. The number of asset change values
is less than the number of assets, because some firms did not report intangible assets consistently in their 1926 and 1927 balance sheets.
The evidence in panel C is consistent with observations by contemporary accountants that goodwill was the most frequently reported and
largest intangible reported by early twentieth-century firms (see Sanders,
Hatfield, and Moore [1938, p. 671). In 46 cases, goodwill is shown as a
distinct line item and in another 55 cases, it is aggregated with additional
intangibles. In 48 cases, rights (e.g., patents, trademarks, etc.) of one form
or another are reported as a separate line item.ll Other intangibles not
labeled as goodwill and lacking a legal right (e.g., organization costs,
brands, and advertising) are relatively infrequent (only 4 cases). It is possible that these assets have been capitalized but labeled as goodwill (e.g.,
Yang [1927, pp. 157-591 and Sanders, Hatfield, and Moore [1938, pp.
67-68]). The mean (median) percentage of total assets is 19.6% (12.3%)
for goodwill and 15.0% (5.4%) for rights. Not surprisingly, these figures
are even higher for the cases where goodwill is combined with additional
intangible assets.l 2
Finally, the change in asset value is an indicator of whether intangibles
are being amortized or revalued; assets exhibiting zero change between
1926 and 1927 are not likely subject to amortization or revaluation. For
the 142 assets where this change can be computed, 63 (44.4%) show no
change between 1926 and 1927. This frequency is higher for goodwill
than for rights-based intangibles (68.2% vs. 28.3%). Thus, many of the
intangible assets reported by M D firms were not likely subject to regular
amortization or revaluation, and this frequency is likely higher for goodwill. This evidence is also consistent with observations by early twentiethcentury accountants (see Hatfield [1917, p. 1151 and Sanders, Hatfield,
and Moore [1938, pp. 65-69]).
The decision to report separate material carrying amounts for intangibles is an endogenous choice by ML) firms' managers. Consequently, interpreting our subsequent tests requires an understanding of how 1W)
firms differ from ND and AD firms. Table 2 reports evidence on differences between the samples in terms of industry composition, size, market

"

These 48 cases represent the followillg types of assets: patents ( n = 9), leaseholds ( n =
12), trademarks ( n = 8), licenses, land and water rights ( n = 5 ) , and multiple aggregated
rights-based intangibles ( n = 14).
l 2 Using a Wilcoxon test, the median amount for rights-based intangibles is significantly
less than the median for goodwill at the .10 level and the median for combined rightsgoodwill at the .O1 level. The difference in medians between the goodwill only and combined rights-goodwill categories is not significant at the .10 level.

TABLE 2
Finns-Speczjic C/~aracteristicsoflVYSE Industrial Corporations during 1927for Snrnples
Defined by Intangtble Asset Reporting Policies'
MLl Firms1

ND Firms1

AD Firms1

$14.1
million

$19.7
million

$18.8
million

Panel C: Market Capitalization Ratios2
Median Market-to-Tangible Book Value
Median Market-to-Book Value
Median Price-Earnings Ratio

1.63
1.09
11.99

1.60
1,60***
11.45

o,gg"**
0.99"
11.05

Panel D: Profitability Measures2
Median Return on Tangible Book Value
Median Return on Book Value
Median One-Period Percentage Earnings Growth
Median One-Period Percentage Sales Growth
Percentage of Firms Disclosing Annual Sales

13.0%
10.0%
2.0%
0.2%
54.8%

15.0%
15,0%***
9.2%*
1.3%
55.4%

6,6%***
6.6%:w*
-20.0%***
-4.5%"
52.3%

Panel E: Asset Write-Off Constraints2
Median IntangiblesISurplus
Median Long-Term Tangible AssetsISurplus
Median Long-Term AssetslSurplus
Median Dividend Payout Rate
Median Dividend Yield
Percentage of Firms Paying Dividends

.47
1.55
2.44
.44
,042
67.7%

NA
1.00"
1.00***
.50
.054
75.0%

NA
1.78
1.78**
.54
,071
67.4%

Panel A: Industry Composition2
SICO1-16
SIC 20-29
SIC 30-39
SIC 50-59
Total Number of Firms
Panel B: Size2
Median Market Value of Equity ( M E )

Panel F: Risk Measures2
Median Long-Term DebtlMW
Median (Long-Term Debt + Preferred Stock)lMVE
Median Beta
Moody's Common Stock Ratings:
Investment (Aaa, Aa, and A)
Mixed Investment-Speculative (Baa, Ba, and B)
Speculative (Caa, Ca, and C)
Number of Firms Not Rated

,042
,171
,947

0.0""
,206
,837

,013
,340"
.930

9 (6.2%)
72 (49.6%)
64 (44.2%)
1

6 (10.7%)
38 (67.9%)
12 (21.4%)
0

12(7.8%)
91 (47.9%)
84 (44.3%)
3

' M D firms are those reporting material amounts of capitalized intangible assets on their 1927 balance sheet.

hD firnls report intangible assets with nominal valuations less than $100. AD firms report no separate intangibles o n their balance sheet.
21ndustry membership is based o n SICcodes reported by C R X Market value of equity equals the number of
comlnon shares times share price three months after year-end. All market capitalization ratios are based on stock
price three months after year-end adjusted for dividends paid since the end of the fiscal year. Tangible book valite
equals total assets less intangibles, liabilities, reserves, and preferred stock. Book value equals total assets less liabilities, reserves, and preferred stock. Return on tangible book value (book value) equals net income less preferred dividends divided by tangible book value (book value). One-period growth measures are calculated by
differencing the reported values for earnings and sales in 1927 and 1926 and then dividing by 1926 numbers. Surplus represents the portion of owners' equity not linked to preferred shares or the par value of common stock.
The dividend payout rate is the common dividends paid in 1927 divided by income available to cotnmon shareholders in 1927. Dividend yield equals the amounts of dividends paid per share divided by the beginning-of-year
share price. Long-term debt1iWVEequals the book value of long-term debt divided by the market value of equity.
Long-term debt + preferred stock1iMVEequals the book value of long-term debt and preferred stock combined
divided by the market value of equity. Betas are estimated using monthly rates of return over the 36 months from
January 1926 to December 1928. moodj j's common stock ratings are obtained from the same annual Ind~istrial
Manzialused to obtain financial statement data.
*Significantly different from median for IMD firms at .10 level for two-tailed Wilcoxon test.
""Significantly different from median for ,%Dfirms at .05 level for two-tailed MJilcoxon test.
"""Significantly different from median for M D firms at .01 level for two-tailed Wilcoxon test.

capitalization ratios, profitability measures, asset write-off constraints, and
risk measures.
W e e x a m i n e industry composition and size since reporting choices o f t e n vary with these characteristics. Market capitalization measures provide evidence o n cross-sample differences i n t h e relation between stock
price and summary balance sheet measures. W e e x a m i n e profitability
and asset write-off constraints since M D firms may report intangibles, i n
part, because t h e y are unable t o eliminate these assets t h r o u g h write-offs
against i n c o m e or surplus. Dividend-related variables are categorized as
write-off constraints since t h e early i m p e t u s for capitalizing goodwill was
t o avoid impairing dividend-paying ability. Risk measures are reported
since earnings capitalization coefficients may decline as risk increases.
Compared t o ND firms, M D companies have similar industry composition (based o n single-digit SIC codes) and firm size measured as t h e mark e t value o f equity.13 T h e M D firms have lower m e d i a n market-to-book
and return o n c o m m o n equity ratios (at t h e .O1 level), b u t these d i f f e r ences are largely d u e t o including intangibles i n t h e asset base. Excluding intangibles, these measures d o n o t d i f f e r significantly at t h e .10 level
across t h e two groups. T h e m e d i a n ratio o f market-to-tangible b o o k
value is 1.63 for t h e NLD firms and 1.60 for t h e ND companies, implying
that b o t h sets o f firms are perceived t o possess unreported tangible assets
a n d / o r intangible assets.14 T h e d r o p t o a market-to-book ratio o f 1.09 for
M D firms implies that investors price these firms at a premium over tangible b o o k value that slightly exceeds carrying values for intangibles.
T h e NLD and ND samples d i f f e r i n earnings growth and asset write-off
constraints measured b y t h e level o f long-term assets t o surplus. Median
one-period percentage earnings growth is lower (at t h e .10 level) for M D
firms t h a n for ND companies (2.0% versus 9 . 2 % ) , and t h e m e d i a n NLD
firm would eliminate 47% o f its surplus i f all intangibles were written
o f f . Further, M D firms carry significantly higher a m o u n t s o f total longt e r m assets ( a t t h e .O1 level) t h a n d o AD companies, and this d i f f e r e n c e
is n o t entirely attributable t o intangibles-i.e., M D firms' long-term tangible assets are also significantly higher ( a t t h e .10 level) t h a n those o f
ND companies. T h u s , M D firms m a y b e m o r e constrained i n their ability
t o write o f f intangibles. However, these constraints are n o t associated
with significantly lower dividend-paying frequencies, dividend yields, or
payout rates for M D firms.
In terms o f risk measures, M D firms have higher leverage based o n
t h e ratio o f long-term d e b t t o equity ( a t t h e .05 level), b u t t h e samples
l3 T h e industry composition o f the M D sample is similar to NYSE firms in the 1990s for
SICcodes 30-39 and 50-59. However, only 3% o f the M D firms operate in 01-16 code industries, compared to 16% o f NYSE firms at the end o f calendar 1997. Thirty-seven percent o f the MD sample is from SIC code 20-29 industries, compared to 29% o f NYSE firms
at 12/31/97.
14These numbers are lower than those o f firms in the 1990s. For instance, the median
market-to-tangible book ratio is 2.36 (2.26) for all NYSE (NYSE, AMEX, and NASDAQ
firms at 12/31/97,

do not differ when preferred stock is included in the leverage ratio.15
ik!D firms also have weaker Moody's common stock ratings than ND firms.
For instance, 44.2% of the NLD firrns are characterized by Moocly's as
speculative, compared to 21.4% of ND firms.
Relative to AD firms, the n/lD companies are more profitable, have
higher earnings and sales growth, and are priced at higher multiples of
book value and tangible book value. The industry composition of the
samples also differs. The iZlD sample contains fewer firms in SIC codes
01-19 (agriculture and natural resource extraction) and more firms in
SIC codes 50-59 (retailers). The proportion of &/ID and AD firms in manufacturing and processing industries (SIC codes 20-29 and 30-39) is
roughly comparable. These comparisons are more difficult to interpret
since differences between lZlD and AD firms could reflect effects of factors either associated with the intangibles capitalization decision or the
decision to separately report capitalized intangibles.16
The primary implication of the cross-sample differences reported in
table 2 is that the decision by lZlD firms to capitalize and separately report intangible assets is correlated with other variables such as profitability and risk. For purposes of our primary tests, these results raise a
concern about correlated omitted variables. MTeinvestigate the robustness of our primary results to these effects in section 4.2.

4. Empirical Evidence
The relation between stock price and intangibles is assessed for iZlD
firms using three pooled cross-sectional regression models:

Pi = yo + ylEARNi + y 2 B y + e?
Pi = yo + ylEARNi + y2TBVi + y31NTANi + ei.

(la)

(16)
P , = y o + y 1 E A m + y 2 T B V i + y 3 1 N T A N i + y 4 1 ~ V T E Reii+ (lc)

Equation ( l a ) includes earnings ( E A R N ) and book value (BV) as explanatory variables (both on a per share basis). Cum-dividend stock price
(P) at the end of the third month following the firm's fiscal year-end is
the dependent variable.17 Equation (1B) decomposes book value into
l5 The nlediarl leverage ratio increases substantially when preferred stock is included
because industrials issued limited aulounts of long-term debt. Recause these firms were
seeu as too risky to issue debt, they frequently substituted preferred stock as a fiilancing
vehicle (see Dewing [1922,vol. 1 , pp. 121-221).
l GAD firins may either have not capitalized intangibles or aggregated intangibles with
other assets. For 12 of the 193 .4Ll firms, intangibles are reported as part of an aggregate
which also contains tangible assets. Because AD firms provide no separate disclosure of intangible assets, all ratios for AD firms shown in table 2 are based on "as reported" financial
statement numbers.
17We replicated our primary tests using both prices at months + 4 and + 6 to compute
the dependent variable; inferences based on these later prices are identical to those based
o n ruonth +3 prices.

TABLE 3
Results ofRecpessiun Tests Examining the Value Releuance of Intangible Assetsfor 146 Material
Discloser (MI)Firms among N Y S E Industrial Corporations during 1927
Models:

,P, = yo + ylEARN, + y2BV; + et
P, = yo + ylEARNi + y2TBV, + y31WrANj + ej
I-', + yo + y l ~ A & V i+ y 2 T B q + y31NTANj + y41NTER6 + e!

(14
(16)
(14

Coefficient Estimates (t-Statistics)'
Equation ( l a ) Equation (1b) Equation ( 1c)
Earnings ( E A R N )

6.95
(8.34)

6.99
(9.13)

8.65
(9.81)

.62

.65

.67

Book Value ( B V )

Tangible Book Value ( T B V )

Intangible Assets ( I N T A N )

Earnings-Intangibles Interaction (INTER)

Adjusted R2

'The models are estimated using stock price and financial statement data for NYSE industrial corporations reporting material and separate intangible assets in their 192'7 balance sheets. P equals the
c~un-dividendstock price for the third rnonth following the firm's fiscal year-end, EARN equals the
a l ~ n u a earnings
l
less preferred dividends, BVequals book value, TBVis the tangible book value, INTAN
equals the amount of capitalized intangibles, and INTER is the product of EARN and INTAN. All varia1,les are expressed o n a per share basis based o n the number of comrnon shares outstanding at the
elid of the third month following the firnm's fiscal year-end. I'rice data are taken Cram the CKSPiMontl?~
File and financial statement data are from the 1927 o r 1928 Moody's Indtistrial Mant~als.T h ~ e e xtreme
observations have been deleted, resulting in a sample of 143 observations used in the tests.
2T-statistics are based o n standard errors corrected for heteroscedasticity, as described in White
[1980].

tangible bookvalue (TBV) and intangible assets (INTAN). In ( I b) the coefficient on INTAN captures the net effect of capitalized intangibles on
stock price. Equation (1c) includes an additional interaction variable
(INTER) equal to the product of EARNand INTAN. If investors discoui~t
earnings as an increasing function of the level of capitalized intangibles,
we expect the coefficient on INTER will be negative. Results based on
OLS estimation are shown in table 3. T-statistics are based on the White
[I9801 correction for heteroscedasticity, and three observations with studentized residuals exceeding 3.0 are deleted as described in Belsley, Kuh,
and Welsch [1980].
The results in table 3 provide no evidence of a significant positive relation between capitalized intangibles and share price. The coefficient
on INTANis negative and significant (a 5 .lo, two-tailed t-test) in ( I b) but
is not significant at the .10 level in (1c). In addition, the coefficient on
INTER is negative and significant at the ,001 level. This evidence sup-
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ports the hypothesis that the coefficient mapping earnings into share
price decreases as the level of capitalized intangibles increases.18
Further, the pricing of book value hinges on the disaggregation of
intangible assets. The coefficient on total book value in (1a) is not significantly different from zero at the .10 level, but the coefficient on tangible book value in ( 1b) and ( Ic ) is significantly positive at the .05 level
in both cases. Finally, capitalized intangibles may bear little relation to
stock prices if investors attach economic value to intangibles only when
they yield higher earnings-that is, investors may capitalize these assets
into price when payoffs are realized rather than when investments are
made (see Graham and Meredith [1937, p. 231). Consistent with this
hypothesis, the coefficient mapping n/ID firms' earnings into share prices
is positive and significant at the .001 level.lg

The results in table 3 raise two general issues. The first is whether intangibles are significantly related to price for firms in our sample where
investors may perceive that the reliability of intangibles' carrying values
is greater. A second issue is interpretation of the significant negative
coefficient on INTER. Namely, does it capture the effect of a correlated
omitted variable, and does it imply that &ID firms' stock prices are lower
due to separate reporting for intangible assets in their balance sheet?*O
4.2.1. The Reliability of Intangzble Asset Carrying Values. We first examine the relation between external auditing and the pricing of intangibles since the use of an external auditor and the auditor's identity may
l 8 As a check on these results, we also estimated (1c) specifying INTER as the product of
EARN and the ratio of intangibles to surplus. Scaling by surplus assumes investors assess
the magnitude of intangibles using a benchmark based on cumulative prior earnings and
provides an indicator of the degree to which prior earnings are higher due to cost deferrals. Inferences based on this specification of INTER are identical to those based on the
results reported in table 3.
l9 Barth and Kallapur [ 19961 suggest that "levels" regressions like (1 a ) - (1c) may be subject to scale effects which result in biased coefficient estimates. We re-estimated our models
using market value of equity as the dependent variable with the number of common shares
included as an additional variable to proxy for scale effects. The inferences about the relation between price and intangibles from this analysis are identical to those based on results reported in table 3. Likewise, our inferences about the relation between pricc and
capitalized intangibles are unchanged by scaling the variables by beginning-of-year price as
suggested by Brown, Lo, and Lys [1998]. Finally, Easton 119981 suggests that deflating by
the number of common shares may induce a spurious correlation. Our results do not appear to be driven by an induced correlation since (1) the correlation between price and the
inverse of the number of common shares is insignificantly different from zero for otkr satnple and (2) the inclusion of an interaction between EARN and the inverse of conllnon
shares does not affect the significant negative coefficient o n INTER.
20 All regression tests reported in section 4.2 are based on OLSestitnation where extreme
observations with studentized residuals of 3.0 or more in (1c) have been deleted. Inferences
in all cases are bascd on two-tailed t-tests where standard errors have been corrected for
heteroscedasticity, as described in White [1980].
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influence investor perceptions about the reliability of intangible asset
carrying values. For example, investors may attach little weight to intangibles reported in unaudited financial statements but give considerable weight to similar assets reported in financial statements attested
to by an auditor with a reputation for high-quality audit work. Prior research argues that perceived audit quality is increasing in auditor size
(see DeAngelo [I9811 and Yardley et al. [1992]). Hence, we investigate
whether the relation between intangible assets and stock price is significantly positive when the firm provides audited financial statements
attested to by a large auditor.
Merino, Mayper, and Sriram [I9941 identify nine auditing firms having the largest market share (defined by number of clients) for companies
traded in New York capital markets in 1927.21Data on auditor identity for
our sample firms (from Moody's Industrial Manual) indicate that MD firms
obtained audits more frequently than other companies. Only 17% of the
niu, firms provided unaudited financial statements, compared to 21% of
hiD firms and 26% of AD companies. Over 60% of nilD firms were audited
by one of the top nine auditors identified by Merino, Mayper, and Sriram
[1994]. The largest auditor, Price Waterhouse, audited 16% of A D firms,
32% of ND firms, and 15% of AD firms.
To assess the impact of auditing on our primary results, we adapted
( Ic) to allow the coefficients on INTAN and INTER to vary with the identity of the firm's auditor.
Pi = a0 + alEARNi + a2TBVi + a31NTANi + a41NTEKi
+ a51NTANiDAUDi + aGINTERjDAUDi + ei
(2)
where DAUD is a 0-1 indicator variable measuring the identity of a
firm's external auditor. We use three alternative specifications of DAUB
The first sets DAUD equal to one for firms providing audited financial
statements, the second sets DALD equal to one if the firm employs one
of the nine largest auditors identified by Merino, Mayper, and Sriram
[1994], and the third sets DAUD equal to one for firms audited by the
largest auditor of the era, Price Waterhouse.
Our primary interest is whether capitalized intangibles are positively
priced when the firm provides audited financial statements or is audited by a large auditor. If so, the coefficient on the interaction between
INTAN and DAU9 will be positive. In addition, if the earnings of firms
with audited financial statements or those employing large auditors are
subject to a smaller discount to earnings associated with reported intangibles, the coefficient on the interaction between INTER and DAUD will
be positive.

21 T h e s e auditing firms are ( i n descending order): Price Waterhouse; Ernst and Ernst;
Haskins and Sells; Arthur Young; Peat, Marwick, and Mitchell; Lybrand, Ross Brothers, and
Montgomery; Barrow, W a d e , and Guthrie; Delloite, Plenders, and Griffin; and Touche
Niven. T h e s e data are taken f r o m n . 28 i n Merino, Mayper, and Sriram [1994,p. 6381.
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Estimation results for (2) (not reported in a table) indicate that the
coefficient on the interaction between intangibles and auditor identity is
not significantly different from zero at the .10 level for all specifications
of DAUD. This suggests that intangibles do not map positively into price
even when the firm supplies audited financial statements or employs a
large auditor. We did find evidence that clients of Price Waterhouse had
more positive coefficients applied to their earnings in equity pricing.
When DAW equals one for Price Waterhouse clients, the coefficient on
the product of DAUD and INTER is positive and significant at the .05
level for a two-tailed test.
INTAN may also bear no relation to price for the full sample because
only a subset of assets are perceived by investors as subject to reliable measurement. For instance, rights-based intangibles may be perceived as more
reliable since they were more likely subject to amortization and/or revaluation, and also because goodwill was seen as especially problematic. If
this argument is valid, the coefficient on INTANwill most likely be positive for firms reporting only rights-based intangibles without any goodwill. To assess whether our primary results are sensitive to type of intangible
asset, we estimate ( I c) for four (overlapping) subsamples: (1) firms showing only rights-based intangibles without goodwill, (2) all firms showing
rights-based intangibles (even those with goodwill), (3) firms showing only
goodwill, and (4) all firms showing goodwill (including firms also reporting rights-based intangibles).
The results in table 4 indicate that the coefficient mapping intangibles
into price is positive and significant at the .001 level for firms showing
only rights-based intangibles on their balance sheet. This is consistent
with positive pricing of rights-based intangibles, but caution should be
used in interpreting this result for two reasons. First, the earnings-intangibles interaction remains negative and significant at the .001 level for
these firms. Second, the coefficient on INTANis also positive and significant at the .05 level for firms reporting only goodwill without rights-based
intangibles. Thus, the economic interpretation of intangibles' pricing for
firms reporting oilly rights-based intangibles is ambiguous.22
As a more direct test of whether the extent of amortization andlor 1-evaluation influences investor perceptions of the reliability of intangibles'
carrying values, we partitioned the lllD firms into three groups by direction of change in carrying values from 1926 to 1927 and reestimated
(1c) for each group. If the results for rights-based intangibles are the artifact of regular amortization andlor revaluation, then the positive pricing of intangibles will be strongest (weakest) for firms reporting declines
(no change) in intangible asset carrying values. The results of these tests
(reported in table 5) are coiisistent with this conjecture. Intangibles arc

22 Consistent with this conclusion, the coefficient on INTAN for firms reporting only
rights-based intangibles in (I b) is not significantly different from zero at the .10 level.
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TABLE 4
7i~stxof t l ~ Pr-ici~zg
r
o/Inta?~giblrAssets b)~Assel 7 j p e fo7- 146 AI(~ter-iolDiscloser(i\D)Firtns oinolzg N Y S R Ir~d~tslrirtl
Co~f~orrrtions
rl~aring1927

Morlrl:

Pi=yo+y,RARhli+y,TBV,+y31N7t\Nl+y41NTRR,+e~
Coefficient EstirnaLes (t-Statistics)"

IMU Firms with

o ~ 1 . vR ights-Basecl
Illtangibles
( N = 40)"

EARN

Adj~~stccl
R'

iZD Firrns with
Rights-Basccl
Intangibles
( N=

ANY

i\i%n Firms with

GoncLwill
( N = 41)'

MD Firms wit11
A N Y Good~vill
( N = 99)'j

ONI.Y

10.09
(9.94)

5.25
(2.44)

10.56
(6.64)

7.95
(7.64)

,812

,457

,694

,559

'The model is estim;ited u i n g stock pl ice and financial statement krta for- I V I ' . T R ~ I ~ ~ L Icot-potxS~~-ial
tioils icporling matcl-ial and separate ~ntangibleasseu in their 1927 l~;rlancerlleets. P equals tlie cluiidividend stock price for tlie tliird month following tlie fir-m's fiscal yea--cncl, WRAieq~ialstlie annual
e,ilni~igs,TBL'is tlie tangi1,lr l ~ o o kvalue, I I V L ~ I Vequals tlie a r n o ~ i n to l capitalirril int;ingibles, a r ~ d
I3\i7Ei7is thc proiluct of EAPdrand INTAN. 1\11 val-ial~lesare esprcssed 011 ;i per share l~asisl~asedo n the
nrlml,ri- 01' c i ~ m m o n?liares o ~ ~ t r c a ~ i c lat
i n gtlie e n d of tlie third n i o ~ i t hfollorvlns the firm's fiscal yearend. Pi-ice rlata are taken frorn tlie CRSP Alo~ithlykit? a n d financial scaLelnerlt data are fr-om the 1927 or
1928 11loo(l~'5 I~rrlrr.~ir~nl
Mn?r rrnl5.
2.
/Istatistics are IIased 011 standard errors corrected for lieterosceclasticity, as ~lescribedin Whitr
l19801.
:'This s u l ~ ~ a m pincludes
le
fil-ms showing only rights-baseil intangil~leswith 110 additio~ialintangil~le
assets on tlieir 1927 balance sheet.
4This s~rbsamplei n r l ~ ~ c l efirnis
s
showir~gany kind of rights-l~asetlirit;wgil)les o n their I027 halance
sheet.
'This sir1,~ampleincludes firills showing orily goodwill with 1 1 0 aclditio~lalinrangil~leassets o n tlieir
15127 I~alancesliert.
"This si~bsaiiipleincliides fil-ms showiiig any goodwill o n t h c i ~1927 I~;ilailcesheet.

positively priced for firms reporting declines in asset carryirig values (coefficient on INlXNequals ,787, significant at the .O1 level). No significant
relation between INTAN and stock price is evident for firms showing no
change or incl-eases in carrying values. Like the results in table 4, the net
effect of intangibles on price for negative change firins is ambiguous
since the coefficient on INTER remains negative and significant at the
. O l level.
I11 sum, the results reported in this subsection suggest that intangibles
are positively related to stock price £01- rights-based intangibles and/or
those subject to periodic amortization or downward revaluations. However, the overall pricing effect of intangibles for these firms is ambiguous
since the earnings-intangibles interaction reinains negative and signifi-
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TABLE 5
E s i s of'lhr Pric'i~zgof'I~7.ta1zylbleAscets Acco~rli~zg
to S i p o/ C h ( ~ v g eill I17,tc~1z,gible
Ass& C r o - ~ j ~ l i g
~
7
T'nltrpsfur 146 IlIrrLrricrl Disclosr~ (lVID) I;ir117srrmong N Y S E 1~7rlustr-ircl(:ol;t)orrrtio7z.\ drr Y Z I 192
~Motlel:

P, = yo + y ,t:ARN, + y,TRT/; + y,lAUiiAi, + y4INTt,Xj +

(2:

C o e f f i c i e n t Estilnates it-Statistics)"
Assct C h a n g c < O U s s c t C h a n g e

=

O4

Assct C h a n g e > 0"

' T h r mocl(.l is esti~natedusing stock PI-iceand linancial statement data for iV1'Sll indust1-ial c o ~ - p o ~ - ; ~ tiolls repol-t~ngmaterial ant1 sepal-ate intangil,lc assela in Llieil- 1927 l~alanceslieels. I ' e q ~ ~ a l the
s rumdividentl stock p~-iceSol- thc thirtl monlh following the firm's fiscal ycar-end, EAi%\r cquals the aniit~al
eal-nings, TI3I' is the tangible book value, W l i i ~ Veqlrals the amounl of capilalizetl intangibles, ; ~ r ~ d
I M K R is the 111-oduct of EAi%Vand IlV'lAlV. All va~-ial~lrs
are expressed on a per ~ l i a r eI~aslsl~asetlo n the
l~urnl~elor comlnon h a r e s outslantling at the end of Llle thirtl month Ibllo\\~ingthe fil-111'slircal yearelid. Price data are taken from t h r CI?.Sl'Ailo~~/lrlyFiI~,
ant1 linaricial stalemellt data al-e LI-on1Lhe 1!)25 011!12S flloo(ij'r1111lul7~nl
l\lnn~rol\
'L.
1'st;ltistics are hared o n standai-d el-rors co1.r-ected fol- heteloscedasticity, as descril~edin TYhitc
1 1 9801.
"Tlils suh\alnple i n c l ~ ~ d fil-111s
es
rliowilig decl-rases in the carrying values oS intangil,les from 1926
to 1927.
T h i s iul,sample i~lcl~rdch
fi1111sallowing n o cl1;unge in tlir cal-ryiris values of intangil~lcsl'rorn 1926
lo 1927.
:Tliia sul~aa~iiple
l i r ~ n sshowing incrr.~sesin the car-rying value\ of intangilllea from 1926
inclr~clt.~
to l!)25.

cant. M k find no relation between the disclosure of audited financial stateinents (or external auditor identity) and the coefficient illappillg I N 7 A N
into stock price. However, firins audited by Price Waterhouse do exhibit
a significantly lower discount applied to their earnings as a result of capitalized intangibles.
4.2.2. Interj~efnlio,nof lh,e SigniJicnnt Nugative Earyzings-I~ztanp~DLesInlele?.ccctlo,n.. Two questions arise concerning interpretation of the significant
negative coefficient on INTER in table 3. First, does this effect reflect a
correlated omitted variable? Second, does the negative interaction imply
that 1VW firms are penalized with lower stock prices by separately reporting intangible assets on their balance sheet?
We conducted several tests to ascertaiil whether the significant negative coefficient on I N T E R reflects a correlated omitted variable related to
either risk or earnings quality. If riskier firms have lower earnings coefficients, and they also capitalize greater ainounts of intangibles, then
the significant negative coefficient on I N T E R inay result from ornissioil of

an interaction between earnings and a measure for risk. Similarly, intangibles may proxy for broader earnings management incentives that may
not be unique to cost deferrals associated with intangibles. In either case,
adding variables to ( l c ) to capture the impact of these factors on the
earnings-price relation would cause the coefficient on INTER to become
insignificant.
We estimated a cross-sectional model identical to ( l c ) except that we
added a second interactive term (EARNRISK) measured as the product
of Moody's common stock ratings (or a leverage ratio) and earnings. The
former case was specified as a 0-1 variable where firms receiving speculative Moody's common stock ratings (grade Caa or lower) assumed a
value of one. In the second specification, EARNRISK was based on the
firm's leverage ratio measured by the book value of long-term debt and
preferred stock divided by the market value of common equity. If risk is
a correlated omitted variable driving the significant negative earningsintangibles interaction, the coefficient on INTER will become insignificant when EARNRISK is added to the model.
Results of these tests (not reported in a table) indicate a significant
negative coefficient on EARNRISK (at a 5 .001, two-tailed test) in both
cases. However, even with EARNHSKincluded, the coefficient on INTER
remains negative and significantly different from zero at the .O1 level using a two-tailed test. Hence, it is unlikely that the significant negative
earnings-intangibles interaction in table 3 arises from an omitted riskearnings interaction.
We used similar tests to investigate whether inclusion of proxies for
managers' incentives to manipulate earnings affects the sign and significance of the coefficient on INTER. The proxies used in these tests
include return on tangible equity (net income less preferred dividends
divided by tangible book value), earnings growth (the percentage change
in earnings from 1926 to 1927),and the ratio of long-term tangible assets
to surplus. The first two measures, when interacted with EARN, should
yield positive coefficients if more profitable or higher-growth firms have
less incentives to manipulate earnings upward. An interaction between
EARN and the ratio of tangible assets to surplus should result in a negative coefficient if these firms are perceived as deferring greater amounts
of costs to avoid reporting lower income. The results of these tests (not
reported in a table) are consistent with the tests for omitted risk proxies.
The coefficient on INTER remains negative and significant at the ,001
level in all cases even though each of these three interactive variables is
significant at least at the .05 level with the predicted coefficient signs.
We also examined whether long-term tangible assets are priced in the
same manner as intangibles. If cost deferrals to intangible assets are only
one component of a broader policy to manipulate earnings, it is likely
that IMD firms' long-term tangible assets may also include cost deferrals
which should have been expensed. To test this conjecture, we separated
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TABLE 6
Results of Tests Examining the Pricing of Other Z.ong-Term Assets Compared to Intangibles fol
Material Discloser (IMD) Firms among N Y S E Indu~trialCorporations during 1927
Model: Pi

=

a. + alEARA$ + a2CAV, + a3ZNTANi + a4ZNTER, + a50LTAi + a6EOLTAi + ei
Coefficient Estimates (t- statistic^)^
8.37

Earnings ( E A R N )

Current Asset Value ( T B V )

Intangible Assets ( I N T A N )

Earnings-Intangibles Interaction (INTER)

Other Long-Term Assets (OLTA)

Earnings- OLTA Interaction (EOLTA)

,671

Adjusted R 2

'The model is estimated using stock price and financial statement data for NYSEindustrial corporations reporting material and separate intangible assets in their 1927 balance sheets. Pequals the cumdividend stock price for the third month following the firm's fiscal year-end, EARN equals the annual
earnings less preferred dividends, TBVis the tangible book value, INTAN equals the amount of capitalized intangibles, IN7ER is the product of EARN and INTAN, OLTA equals other long-term assets, and
EOLTA is the product of EARN and OLTA. All variables are expressed on a per share basis based on the
number of common shares outstanding at the end of the third month following the firm's fiscal yearend. Price data are taken from the CRTP Monthly File and financial statement data are from the 1927 or
1928 Moody'sIndustrial Manuals. Three extreme observations have been deleted.
2T-statistics are based on standard errors corrected for heteroscedasticity, as described in White
[ 1!)80].

other long-term assets from tangible book value in ( l c ) , resulting in the
following model:

+ ylEARNi + y2CAVi + y31NTANi
+ y4ZNTER, + y50LTAi + 7 6 EOLTAi + si

Pi =

(3)

where Z-: EARN, INTAN, and INTER are as previously defined; CAVequals
current asset value (current assets less all liabilities, reserves, and preferred stock); OLTA equals total long-term assets less intangibles; and
EOLTA equals the product of EARNand OLTA. If other long-term assets
are priced in the same way as intangibles, the coefficient on EOLTA will
be significantly negative.
Results from estimating (3) are reported in table 6. In contrast to the
significant negative coefficient on INTER (a 5 .001, two-tailed test), the
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TABLE 7
Iiesults of Tests Examining the Capitalization of Reported Ba~ningsfor Material Discloser (IUD)
Finns Compared to Ambiguozls Disclosure (AD) and Nonzinal Disclosure (NUj Firms

Model:
All M D
Frims"

Pi

=

yo + ylEARNi + ynBVi + e!

Coefficietlt Estimates (t-Statistics)
Low INTAN
High INTAN
Firms"
Firms"
MD Frims"

ND Firms"

Earnings ( E A R N )

6.95
(8.34)

1.69
(1.78)

8.36
(7.81)

5.89
(6.45)

6.89
(3.53)

Book Value ( B V )

.O1
(1.01)

.09
(1.43)

.28
(2.34)

.03
(0.27)

.02
(0.10)

,622

.274

,748

,552

,309

Adjusted R2

'The niodel is estimated using 1927 stock price and financial statement data fol- NYSEindustrial col-porations. P equals the cum-divydetrd stock price for the third lnonth following the firni's fiscal yea]-end, EARNequals the annual earnings less preferred dividends, and BVequals hook value. All variables
are expressed on a per share hasis based on the number of common shares outs~andingat the end of the
third h o n t h following the firm's fiscal year-end. Price data are taken fi-om the CIS> Mmzlhly File and
financial statement data are fi-on1the 1927 or 1928 Moody's Industrial i\/lanuals.
2T-statistics are hased 011 standard errors correctetl for heteroscedasticity, as described in White
[ 19801.
3MD firms consist of companies reporting material amounts of intangible assets o n their 1927 balance sheets. The results shown for "All IMU Firms" were previously reported in table 3.
'AD (Alubigaous Disclosure) firms al-e those companies where the balance sheet provides n o information about the existence andlor l n a g ~ i i t ~ l dofe capitalized intangibles.
5 L , o ~(high) INTAN firms are ones where illtangibles as a percentage of total assets al-e less
(greater) than the rnedian of this ratio for all MD firms.
"D (Nominal Disclosure) fil-ms are colnpanies where intangibles at-e separately disclosed but are
reported at an aggregate carrying value of less than $100.

coefficient on EOLTA is not significantly different from zero at the .10
level for a two-tailed test. These results, along with tests for correlated
omitted variables related to earnings quality, suggest that the significant
negative earnings-intangibles interaction is not likely driven by effects
associated with broader earnings management policies.
A final issue regarding the significant negative earnings-intangibles interaction is whether it implies that n/ID firms are penalized through lower
share prices than if they had aggregated intangibles with other long-term
assets. For instance, if they had aggregated intangibles with other longterm assets, their financial statements would be similar in form to those
of firms in the AD sample. An MD firm's equity price will be lower if the
overall coefficient applied to its earnings is less positive than that applied
if it reported under an AD policy, ceteris paribus.
Table '7 provides descriptive evidence on this issue. The first two columns report coefficient estimates from ( l a ) for the full lllD sample and
the AD sample. To provide a richer context for evaluating these results,
the next three columns show the results for: ( I ) 1W)subsamples defined
according to the level of intangibles capitalization and (2) firms in the
ND sample. Only AD and ND firms operating in two-digit SIC industries

where at least one firm reports intangibles under a M D policy are included in the samples for these tests.23
The earnings coefficient for the AD firms is low relative to the Mn sample. The earnings coefficient for the AD firms equals 1.69 (significant at
the .10 level) compared to 6.95 (significant at the .001 level) for the Mn
sample. In addition, earnings coefficients for the other samples are more
positive than that of the AD sample, and all coefficients are significantly
different from zero at the .001
These results suggest that the negative earnings-intangibles interaction documented for n/lD firms in table
3 does not imply that iClD firms' share prices are necessarily lower than
would be the case if they had not separately disclosed intangible assets.25

5. Summary
In this paper we examined the relation between intangible assets and
stock prices for NYSE industrial corporations in the pre-SEC era. Our
sample allows us to assess whether carrying values for intangibles are related to stock prices in a period following major technological and economic change, when managers faced fewer regulatory restrictions on
financial reporting choices. We structured tests that allow capitalized intangibles to convey information on future economic benefits and/or to
condition investor evaluation of reported earnings.
Our primary sample consists of NYSE industrial corporations reporting material valuations for intangibles on their 1927 balance sheet. For
this sample as a whole, capitalized intangibles exhibit no significant positive relation to stock price, and the coefficient mapping earnings into
price is a declining function of the level of capitalized intangibles. Separate disclosure of intangibles helps preserve a relation between price
and summary balance sheet measures: while book value bears no significant relation to stock price, disaggregating intangibles results in a significant coefficient mapping tangible book value into price. Finally, investors
value our sample firms primarily based on earnings, perhaps because

23 We view these results as descriptive because they are potentially confouildecl by selection bias. Since the decision to disclose intangibles separately is endogenous, cross-sample
comparisons between A D firms and AD or I\iD firms should be interpreted with caution.
24 The earnings coefficient for AD firms is significantly lower than that of other companies. We estimated a cross-sectional model pooling firms across all three samples. This
model allowed for differing coefficients for MD firms with low intangibles capitalization, Rin
firms, and AD firms relative to IMD firms with high iiltailgibles capitalization. The earnings
A4D
coefficient for AD firms is significantly lower than the coefficient for high-capitalizatio~~
firms at the ,001 level and the earnings coefficient for low-capitalization IMD firins is more
positive at the .10 level. No other cross-sample difFerences in earnings and book value
coefficients were significant at the .10 level.
25 We replicated the analysis in table 7 eliminating all loss firms, with n o effect on
inferences.
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they attach economic value to intangibles only when reflected in higher
earnings rather than when investments are made.
Additional tests indicate four findings of importance for interpreting
our primary results. First, we find no evidence to suggest that auditor
identity affects the coefficient linking intangibles directly to price, but the
negative earnings-intangibles interaction is lower for clients of Price
Waterhouse. Second, intangibles are positively priced for rights-based
intangibles and/or those exhibiting declines in carrying value, but the
net pricing effect of intangibles remains ambiguous for these cases since
the earnings-intangibles interaction is significant and negative for these
firms. Third, additional tests suggest that the negative earnings-intangibles
interaction is not due to a correlated omitted variable related to risk or
broader earnings management incentives. Finally, the negative earningsintangibles interaction is not associated with lower overall earnings
coefficients for our sample firms compared to other firms reporting no
separate intangibles on their balance sheet.
As noted at the outset, our analysis does not represent a ceteris paribus
test which identifies how intangibles would be priced for modern U.S.
firms under a different reporting regime than current MI?Hence, our
results should not be construed to suggest that U.S. policymakers should
refrain from expanding the set of conditions under which firms can capitalize the costs associated with intangibles. A more appropriate conclusion is only that an expansion in the set of intangibles recommended for
capitalization may not lead to unambiguous increases in the amount of
reliable information available to investors.
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